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Fish Passage Barriers:

* Natural waterfalls, completely passable
* Natural waterfalls, not passable
* Natural waterfalls, partially passable
* Natural waterfalls, unknown

* Other known fish passage barriers, completely passable
* Other known fish passage barriers, not passable
* Other known fish passage barriers, partially passable
* Other known fish passage barriers, unknown

* Non-migration barriers

* Fish passage barriers

* Other non-migration barriers

* Other fish passage or non-migration barriers

* Dam, completely passable
* Dam, not passable
* Dam, partially passable
* Dam, unknown

* Pond, completely passable
* Pond, not passable
* Pond, partially passable
* Pond, unknown

* Weir, completely passable
* Weir, not passable
* Weir, partially passable
* Weir, unknown

* Other non-fish passage barriers

* Fish migration routes

* Running water, partially passable

* Other barriers
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